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Summary
Objectives: To analyze the role that biomedical informatics could
play in the application of the NBIC Converging Technologies in the
medical field and raise awareness of these new areas throughout the
Biomedical Informatics community.
Methods:     Review of the literature and analysis of the reference docu-
ments in this domain from the biomedical informatics perspective.
Detailing existing developments showing that partial convergence of
technologies have already yielded relevant results in biomedicine
(such as bioinformatics or biochips).  Input from current projects in
which the authors are involved is also used.
Results: Information processing is a key issue in enabling the con-
vergence of NBIC technologies. Researchers in biomedical informatics
are in a privileged position to participate and actively develop this
new scientific direction. The experience of biomedical informaticians
in five decades of research in the medical area and their involvement
in the completion of the Human and other genome projects will help
them participate in a similar role for the development of applications
of converging technologies —particularly in nanomedicine.
Conclusions:  The proposed convergence will bring bridges between
traditional disciplines. Particular attention should be placed on the
ethical, legal, and social issues raised by the NBIC convergence.
These technologies provide new directions for research and education
in Biomedical Informatics placing a greater emphasis in
multidisciplinary approaches.
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1.   Introduction  - The Concept
of Converging Technologies
The beginning of the 21st century has
seen increased interest in “Converging
Technologies” or NBIC (Nano-Bio-
Info-Cogno), both from the scientif ic
and research policy worlds.  Human
society has been characterized as ad-
vancing through two different waves
(agricultural, industrial), with a third
wave leading to the present Age of In-
formation [1]. Following this schema,
several authors and reference institu-
tions have already identif ied a new
wave consisting of the convergence of
Information and Communication Tech-
nologies (ICT) with Biotechnology,
another mature cross-discipline that
will be strongly developed in the XXI
Century. This wave has been referred
to as the Era of Transitions [2], or as
the Global Technology Revolution [3]
-if nanotechnology is also included. All
these advances set the scene for the
onset of the NBIC converging technolo-
gies. The earliest formal def inition of
this term was published in an NSF docu-
ment from 2002 “The phrase ‘converg-
ing technologies’ refers to the synergis-
tic combination of four major ‘NBIC’
(nano-bio-info-cogno) provinces of sci-
ence and technology, each of which is
currently progressing at a rapid rate: (a)
nanoscience and nanotechnology;(b)
biotechnology and biomedicine, includ-
ing genetic engineering; (c) informa-
tion technology, including advanced
computing and communications; (d)
cognitive science, including cognitive

neuroscience”  [4]. Other def initions
have been published since, such as the
one by the Science and Technology
Foresight Pilot Project from Canada in
its reference document “Bio–Systemics
Synthesis” published in 2003 [5]. The
European Commission High Level
Expert Group “Foresighting the New
Technology Wave” in 2004 defined the
concept of Converging Technologies as:
“enabling technologies and knowledge
systems that enable each other in the
pursuit of a common goal” [6]. More
recently the EU-funded NBIC Knowl-
edge [7] project has extended the defi-
nition: “NBIC Converging Technologies
aim to be the interdisciplinary study of
interactions between living and artifi-
cial systems in different scales (nano-
macro) for the design of artifacts that
improve or expand human cognitive and
communicative capabilities, health and
social well-being”.
All the previous def initions highlight
the importance of the synergy between
different scientif ic and technological
fields. As the Report by the STOA [8]
mentions: “Individually, each of them
has a large potential to change society
and mankind, but combined they repre-
sent a still more powerful source for
even bigger change”. The European
document, entitled “Converging Tech-
nologies–Shaping the Future of Euro-
pean Societies (Nano–Bio–Info–
Cogno–Socio–Anthro–Philo)”, identi-
f ies Converging Technologies as the
greatest research initiative of the 21st
Century. Since then, many other re-
search policies have declared the NBIC
convergence as a key issue for the fu-
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NEW APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE

COGNONANO BIO INFO

TECHNOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE

SCIENTIFIC CONVERGENCE

ADVANCES IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE

Table 1               Driving forces for the convergence of NBIC technologies in Health. Adapted from [11]

Fig. 1   Scientific convergence based on the cooperation and cross-fertilisation of different scientific disciplines, trying to answer a common question.
Technological convergence, meaning the use of the findings from different disciplines in specific applications and technological products.

ture with applications in many differ-
ent areas. Health and education are
among the f ields in which a greater
economic and social impact is expected
in the short term basis [9]. NBIC has
introduced various long-term objectives
in medicine, related to research areas
such as nanodevices for image process-
ing and navigation within the human
body, nanosurgery, virtual simulations
of human physiology, nanobiosensors,
and others [10]. Some of the main tech-
nological developments that act as
enablers for the convergence of tech-
nologies in medicine are detailed in
Table 1. All these forces which drive
new trends and innovation often take
place on the boundaries between pre-
viously different f ields [12].

When a research or educational ac-
tivity receives input from at least two
different scientific disciplines it is com-
monly said that to be pluridisciplinary
or multidisciplinary, terms applied to
the loose and a priori union between
the disciplines, whilst the term inter-
disciplinary is used for a stronger union
with some overlap and integration be-
tween the disciplines [13]. In the case
of NBIC Converging technologies, as
members of one recent European
Project state: “At the core of this new
concept are relations, synergies or fusions
between broad fields of research and
development, (the NBIC quartet)” [14].

We can, at this point, ask ourselves
whether we are close to this envisioned
stage of integration between the four
disciplines, represented in Figure 1.
The main aspect that would support
such a union would be the convergence
of all the basic constituent elements
(bits, genes, atoms, neurons) at the nano
scale. However, we are very far from
understanding fundamental phenomena
at this level. For example, at this point
in time we do not know exactly which
physical-chemical processes take place
in the development of many tumors
and we still cannot predict its dynam-
ics and evolution. The integration of
the “cogno” branch seems to be even
further away, bearing in mind all the
gaps that we have in our knowledge of

Driving force Description

Development of nanotechnology and
trends to miniaturization

Only in these last years we can get closer, through nanotechnology, to a vision in
which atoms and molecules interact according to the same laws, both in living
and in digital or artificial systems.

Exponential growth of processing and using High-throughput laboratory methods such as genomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, molecular imaging.

Consideration of cells and brain as
information processors

Advances in computational biology, systems biology, neuroinformatics.

Increasing time and cost in the
development of new drugs

Pharmaceutical industry searches for new more effective and secure   methods for
the design, development, assay, prescription and drug delivery.

Trend towards personalized medicine The development of genomics and cellular therapies offer the possibility of
developing diagnostic and therapeutic systems, better adapted to human
variation

Availability of research staff already
trained in at least two areas

Some educational programs and research experiences have already created
working communities already trained in at least two converging   technologies
(bioinformatics, neuroinformatics, nanomedicine).

Maturity of the industry of medical devices
(diagnostics, image)

There are businesses capable of developing and integrating new diagnostic
systems both image based (molecular and functional imaging) and miniaturized
analytical devices (labchips)

Existence of several successful cases such
as biochips

Biochips represent a clear example of the convergence of technologies
(biotechnology and electronics) widely use now a days in biomedical  research for
analyzing molecular processes in cells and tissues.

Existence of a culture of liaisons between
companies and cooperative research in the
academic environment

Technological companies are less reluctant to establish liaisons for the
development of technologies and knowledge production. Also new trends in
research funding, in Europe that facilitate the development of large collaborative
networks and virtual research centers
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the structure and function of the ner-
vous system. It is with all this in mind
that it might be more appropriate to
adopt dual, parallel routes: we can ad-
vance in the partial convergence of the
more mature technologies (BIO+INFO,
NANO+INFO) while at the same time
new knowledge on the other branches can
be integrated as it is produced. It is im-
portant not to forget the philosophical
debate needed to overcome the existing
barriers to achieve interdisciplinarity,
taking into account similarities and dif-
ferences between the two disciplines.

2.   Examples of Technological
Convergence and their Appli-
cations in Medicine
After a thorough review of the avail-
able literature, it seems that there are
not too many examples of an actual
convergence between the four f ields.
But there is enough evidence of ad-
vances due to the convergence of In-
formation Technologies involving one
or two of the other technologies (BIO,
NANO). In fact, some research at the
intersection has been successfully car-
ried out for medical uses (such as bio-
informatics or biosensors). Interestingly
enough many researchers working in
these converging areas do not recog-
nize their work as being part of the
NBIC complex, which suggests a lack
of awareness of this important and
broader scientif ic research context in
the scientific community in general. In
this section we will identify and detail
several of these examples of partial
convergence and briefly describe their
use in medicine.

2.1   Info-Bio Convergence
The convergence of Biotechnology and
Information Technology started de-
cades ago. Nevertheless, only recently
a renewed interest in this convergence
has appeared following the completion

of the Human Genome Project. The rise
of a Genomic Era and the increasing
processing and storage capabilities of
computers have accelerated this trend.
The workshop “BIONICS – Bio-In-
spired Information Technologies”, held
in Brussels in June 2001, explored the
possibilities of a joint EU-US research
agenda in the f ield of bio-inspired in-
formation technology [15]. In Decem-
ber 2001, the European Commission
(EC) organized a scientif ic meeting
called “Synergy between Research in
Medical Informatics, Bio-Informatics
and Neuro-Informatics: Knowledge
empowering Individualized Healthcare
and Well-Being” that explored the con-
vergence of these disciplines in the
framework of personalized medicine
[16]. This was the start of the
BIOINFOMED study [17] that deliv-
ered a White Paper addressing the syn-
ergy between Medical Informatics and
Bioinformatics and proposed a Euro-
pean research agenda in Biomedical
Informatics (BMI) for personalized
medicine. Along this direction, in Oc-

tober 2004, the EC organized another
Workshop named “ICT at the Cross-
roads with Life Sciences”. Its main
objective was to carry out a scientif ic
debate on the visions and challenges that
lie at the crossroads of ICT and Life
Sciences, and identify a research agenda
that could inform the European Com-
mission about potential areas to be ad-
dressed in future ICT Calls for Projects.
The focus was on multidisciplinary
approaches between the different fields
taking into account their potential im-
pact in the area of health and well-be-
ing [18]. One year later, an EC funded
project, named Beyond the Horizon,
studied the convergence between INFO
and BIO from the opposite perspec-
tive. It focused on the analysis of bio-
logical models and behaviors that could
serve as inspiration for the next gen-
eration of computer systems (Bio-in-
spired computing) [19]. These differ-
ent directions for convergence are
shown in Figure 2. Examples of the
results of the INFO-BIO convergence
in both directions are shown in table 2.

Fig. 2   Bioinformatics and bio-inspired computing resulting from the convergence of BIO and INFO technologies have already been successfully applied
in medicine
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Its main outcome will be the identif i-
cation of needs and the discussion of
future challenges and priorities for Bio-
medical Informatics in terms of infor-
mation processing in nanomedicine and
regenerative medicine [29]. In the
analysis carried out for ACTION Grid,
the different partners have emphasized
future possibilities for Medical Nano-
informatics, mainly considering an en-
gineering perspective, with different
applications such as, for instance: data
and knowledge bases of nanoparticles
(and their models and biological inter-
actions) [30], research on interopera-
bility (web technologies, middleware
and Grid, ontology-based integration),
data and text mining, standards, confi-
dentiality, patient safety and others. For
instance, within ACTION Grid, re-
searchers have developed a method for
the automatic creation of an index of
Medical Nanoinformatics resources
[31], which had been previously fo-
cused on Bioinformatics. This inven-
tory is a collection of tools, databases
and services, automatically extracted
from a set of scientif ic documents, by
means of text mining techniques, de-
scribing resources retrieved from bib-
liographic databases such as Medline or
the ISI Web of Knowledge. Each of
these documents is analyzed and pro-
cessed to extract relevant information
using an original text mining approach.
This information includes key data
from the different informatics tools,
nanoparticles and related components.
Once the information is retrieved, it is
stored following a domain ontology or
taxonomy so the information can be
accessed by external users.

Nanotechnology is also opening up
new perspectives to the computer
manufacturing industry. As the exist-
ing technology is rapidly reaching
physical limits (Moore’s Law), nano-
computing, nanoelectronics and nano-
photonics appear as potential alterna-
tives for new architectures and designs
for the next generations of computers
that will surely be also applied to the
computational analysis of biomedical
problems.

Table 2   The BIO-INFO Convergence. Inspiring principles and main developments

This table provides the ideas that
spurred the development of both the
physical (hardware, devices) and logi-
cal (methods, programs and algorithms)
systems and several examples of their
application in medicine.

2.2    Info-Nano Convergence
A recent “Workshop on Nanoinfor-
matics Strategies” [23], supported by
the National Science Foundation, was
held in Arlington, Virginia in 2007.
Since that time, the US National Insti-
tutes of Health [24] and the US National
Cancer Institute [25] have funded initia-

tives related to Medical Nanoinformatics.
In Europe, the ACTION Grid support
action started in June 2008 with sup-
port from the European Commission
[26]. ACTION Grid aims to create a
Roadmap for the EC in the Biomedical
Informatics and Grid areas, extended
to address Nanoinformatics issues, and
works in various research directions
[27]. It widened the scope for BMI, ex-
panding from cybernetics –which could
be located as its prehistory- to genomics
and nanomedicine –present and future-
that was earlier proposed [28].

This initiative aims to review cur-
rent developments in nanomedicine,
and analyze the area of nanoinformatics.

BIO  INFOINFO  BIO

Inspiring
principles

Advances in high-throughput laboratory
methods and techniques and needs to
manage exponential growth of data

New data from the Human Genome
Project and post-genome research
New laboratory technologies (genomics,
proteomics)
New projects (Hapmap, Encode, cancer
genome…)

Considering living matter (brain, cell) as an information
processing system characterized by:

Adaptation - Learning
Self-organization, self-assembly, self-replication, self-
reproduction
Self-maintenance through energy and matter
harvesting
Robustness - Re-organization, redundancy, fault-
tolerance
Collective behavior - stigmercy
Distributed control
Evolvability  – optimization
Dynamical – Efficient resource usage
Parallelism – High performance

Physical systems,
hardware and
devices

Microarrays
Biochips
Labchips
Robotics
Biosensors

Evolvable Hardware and bio-inspired robotics
Biological motors
Biosensors and biodevices
Neural processors
DNA computing and protein memories

Algorithms,
methods, software
and databases

Sequence analysis and molecular
evolution
Protein structure prediction
Gene finding and annotation
RNAi analysis
Genomics and proteomics  data analysis,
including microarrays
Cell modelling
Pathways, Networks& Systems Biology

Evolution - Genetic programming and algorithms
Ecology - Social insects intelligence
Individuals - virtual creatures, artificial life
Organs - Neurocomputing, artificial neural nets
System - Immunocomputing
Cell (Cell and membrane computing, embryonics, P-
systems, computing with bacteria)
Molecules - DNA computing
Atoms - Quantum computing

Examples of
application in
medicine

Translational Bioinformatics, including the
Virtual Physiological Human [20]

Artificial neural nets for medical diagnosis or genetic
analysis [21]
Genetic programming for cancer microarray data
analysis [22]
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2.3   Info-Cogno Convergence
The study of the human brain repre-
sents probably the most challenging
scientif ic task for the next decades.
Achievements in this area are expected
to contribute to improve the prevention,
diagnosis or treatment of highly preva-
lent nervous system disorders. Neuro-
scientists are already using new imag-
ing and laboratory analysis methods to
investigate the brain at the increasingly
higher levels of detail, and these stud-
ies are generating a deluge of multi-
modal, complex and heterogeneous data
that need to be processed and analyzed
[32]. This research has fueled enormous
interest in neuroinformatics, which has
been def ined as the merging of infor-
mation science with the neurosciences
[33]. In July 2005, researchers from the
École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne and IBM announced a new
research initiative -a project to create a
biologically accurate, functional model
of the brain using the IBM’s Blue Gene
supercomputer. This project represents
the f irst comprehensive attempt to re-
verse-engineer the mammalian brain,
designed to understand brain function
and dysfunction through detailed simu-
lations [34]. The term Human
Cognome project has been proposed in
such a context as a big-science project
that aims to chart the structure and
function of the human mind [35].

Reciprocally, new computer archi-
tectures and systems are being devel-
oped that benef it from what it is al-
ready known about natural cognition
(i.e: neurocomputing software inspired
by neural architectures). Cognitive sci-
ence is the theoretical framework within
which the science of brain function and
thinking is developed.

Medical applications consist of: new
computing paradigms for medical in-
formation processing problems (such
as, for instance, the next generation
of decision support and artif icial in-
telligence systems) and information
systems that could help supplement
certain cognitive processes through
the use of hybrid neural interfaces, sen-

sors or pharmacological interference
with the nervous system.

2.4   Info-Bio-Nano Convergence
The advance of miniaturization tech-
nologies has facilitated the study of bio-
logical matter at scales not previously
feasible [36]. The possibility of visual-
izing biological molecules at the nano
(10-9 metres) length scale opens the door
to the development of artificial systems
that interact with living matter, signifi-
cantly contributing to progress in sev-
eral medical f ields [37]. Nanotools are
being developed and applied to the
study of biological material, an ap-
proach that what we could refer to as
the “nanoscope”. This allows scientists
to visualize and manipulate living sys-
tems at the smallest level [38]. Some
examples of these nanotechnological
tools are quantum dots, used to label
molecules or bionanosensors that use
biological molecules as detection ma-
terial [39]. Biology can also be taken
as a model for building artif icial con-
structs [40, 41]. In this case it is pos-
sible to use viruses for manufacturing
nanoparticles, or adapt ribosomes to
function as molecular switches. Ex-
amples of Nano-Bio-Info convergence
with applications in Medicine are: i)
intelligent drug delivery systems [42],
ii) molecular imaging [43] and iii)
biosensors [44].

3.   The Relevance of the
Nano-Bio-Info-Cogno (NBIC)
Convergence to Health
As a report by Ireland Engineers [45]
states: “A Picture of Health 2030 is one
that will be shaped largely by a con-
vergence of diverse technologies, and
this calls for new interdisciplinary struc-
tures and approaches”. A broad range
of applications of converging technolo-
gies are foreseen in healthcare and bio-
medical research [46-52]. Miniaturiza-

tion of devices and building up struc-
tures and nano-devices at the molecu-
lar level will facilitate regenerative
medicine [53]. The pharmaceutical in-
dustry is assessing the applicability of
these new trends in the search for a more
eff icient drug discovery pipeline, re-
formulation of drugs to achieve less
toxicity and design of more personal-
ized drug prescription regimes. The fol-
lowing should not be considered as an
exhaustive list, but as a brief description
of several of these expected advances:
• RESEARCH: New artif icial organs

will facilitate the modeling of toxi-
cological effects of drugs or chemi-
cals. Next generation ultra-fast DNA
sequencers based on nanospheres or
nanopores are expected to read a com-
plete individual genome in a few days
at affordable cost.

• POINT OF CARE TESTING: “lab-
on-a-chip” technologies will provide
fast screening and early disease de-
tection. Nanoarrays for diagnosis at
the point-of care will require less
time to produce results and will
have to be coupled with decision
support systems [54].

• SENSORS: New miniaturized sen-
sors will be able to detect biomarkers
and environmental pollutants [55].
Nano-based body sensors embedded
in clothes will monitor physiological
properties, recording them or even
transmitting them online to clinicians
for patient monitoring.

• IMAGING: Molecular imaging
methods will detect patterns of gene
expression or other biological pro-
cesses “in vivo” to facilitate early
disease detection.

• THERAPY: Targeted and localized
drug delivery systems will present
fewer secondary toxicological ef-
fects, and will be capable of assess-
ing and analyzing their effect and
react and communicate with systems
outside the body.

• PROSTHESIS: New biocompatible
materials in orthopedics, and intelli-
gent prostheses that will be able to
interact with brain signals from pa-
tients and transmit sensory information.
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(DNA synthesis)(Photolitography)
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Implantable artificial organs will en-
hance or substitute natural ones.

• REGENERATIVE MEDICINE: Re-
sults of tissue engineering will enable
the replacement of damaged body
parts, and genetic and cellular thera-
pies will help to recover from dimin-
ished or lost biological function.

• SURGERY: Biocompatible micro-
robots inside the body could per-
form various functions for in vivo
medical use.

Biochips represent a good example of
converging technologies. The first sys-
tems arose from the convergence of
information technologies (microelec-
tronics) and biotechnology when pho-
tolithographic methods were used for
in-situ synthesis of small DNA mol-
ecules on the surface of a glass slide
[56]. They have been extensively used
in biomedical research, but they still
face limitations in order to be routinely
used in clinical practice. Some of these
barriers could be overcome through new
developments coming from other con-
verging disciplines. Cognitive models
of medical reasoning could add an in-
telligent layer to these systems, mak-
ing them more suitable to be applied in
clinical settings. Furthermore, minia-
turization promises to place these de-
vices closer to the point-of-care, pav-
ing the way to a new generation of por-
table and intelligent molecular analy-
sis devices. Lastly, these analytical de-
vices could be applied to perform ge-
netic analyses (gene expression) in the
context of neuroscience. These ideas are
represented in Figure 3.

4.   Positioning BMI in the
Context of NBIC
Although the full promises and poten-
tialities of the NBIC convergence and
their application in medicine are far
from being achieved, there are already
significant examples of convergence suc-
cessfully applied in medicine. In such a
context BMI will surely play an impor-

tant role. Particularly, we would like to
emphasize its possible active participa-
tion in the development of the different
“nano” field, which promises to deliver
breakthroughs in all areas of medicine,
including research, diagnosis, monitor-
ing, therapy and prognosis. This aspect
is illustrated in Figure 4.

Fig. 3   Convergence of technologies around microarrays and their medical use

Fig. 4   The ellipse represents the area that biomedical informatics covers regarding the NBIC tetrahedron and its application in the health sector.
Several subspecialties of BMI are mapped in this context.

In the 1990s, Genomics research was
boosted by the development of multiple
bioinformatics tools, anticipating by
years the completion of research
projects such as the Human Genome
Project. While Bioinformatics is usu-
ally applied in the context of analyzing
DNA sequences and other biomolecular
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data, Medical Nanoinformatics is ap-
plied for characterizing nanoparticles
and materials. This information must
be represented in electronic medical
records and will have to be used in fu-
ture clinical routine.
Like for all new areas with great scien-
tif ic possibilities and challenges ahead,
some –or many- questions arise. For
instance, those related to actual indus-
trial applications in the short or mid
term, patient safety issues, political and
social implications, etc. In fact, one may
wonder whether everything that is pro-
posed here under this umbrella of con-
verging technologies is new. Such an
interchange between disciplines already
began with cybernetics and allied ar-
eas, where an amazing group of scien-
tists from various f ields gathered to
study differences and similarities be-
tween animals and machines, leading
to outstanding achievements –e.g.,
mathematical models of homeostasis,
information and feedback processes in
the nervous system, new minirrobots,
mathematically inspired models of neu-
rons and many others. Such exchange
between info, bio and cogno ideas and
models was already proposed in the
1950s, although scientif ic knowledge
could not provide the materials and
methods that were needed. And, in fact,
40+ years later, the new proposals still
seem far from what is actually avail-
able on our scientif ic shelves. Thus,
similarly to what happened to cyber-
netics it is possible that such a long term
vision might not be supported by pub-
lic and private funding, where results
are rarely delayed for such a long time.

Changes are being produced so rap-
idly that, even though the area of ge-
nomic medicine has been only recently
proposed and many are looking to the
next decade for its full deployment, a
new area, nanomedicine, is promising
greater challenges and advances in both
medical science and technology. It
seems, that both areas (genomic and
nanomedicine) and strategies for sup-
porting them, are complementary, but
funding for scientific research is being
reduced in many countries and areas

and competition may increase. In any
case, an emphasis on basic scientif ic
research should provide the concrete
contributions needed to support a more
ambitious, long term research plan. In
both basic and applied scientif ic re-
search in genomic and nanomedicine,
the role of BMI will be decisive to ad-
vance these areas. A possible model is
provided in Figure 5.

5.   Conclusion
It is widely recognized that innovation
and research breakthroughs frequently
occur at the intersections between dis-
ciplines [57, 58]. From very diverse
perspectives it is being claimed that we
are witnessing a new age of science and
technology [59]. The convergence is
expected to contribute to closing sev-
eral loops between aspects which up to
now have been clearly independent, and
seldom interconnected: (artif icial vs.
natural, man vs. machine, living vs.
inert, mind vs. body, nano vs. macro,
science vs. technology, thought vs. ar-
tificial intelligence, medical devices vs.

drugs, diagnostics vs. therapeutics or
discovery vs. construction) [60].

The inclusion of biological science
and biotechnology issues within the
realm of medical informatics has given
rise to biomedical informatics. Simi-
larly, if biomedical informatics is to
play an important role in the next wave
of converging NBIC technologies, spe-
cial attention will have to be paid to
education [61]. Some activities that
could be undertaken are: -including
modules on nanotechnology and con-
verging technologies in educational
programs, -setting up partnerships with
research groups with experience in
nanotech and cognitive science, -en-
couraging students to gain experience
working in such interdisciplinary fields,
in addition to acquiring disciplinary
depth [62], -identifying precursor
NBIC projects and promoting problem-
solving oriented research, -organizing
joint scientific events, -opening up jour-
nals to interdisciplinary articles, -de-
voting considerable effort to ethical,
legal and social issues, including social
scientists or humanists in the projects,
-setting up observatories, -involving
industry and user groups, -developing

Fig. 5   A model for the convergence of technologies and information in medicine
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material for disseminating advances to
the general public.

Finally, as the Joint Commission
states: “As health information technol-
ogy (HIT) and “converging technolo-
gies” … are increasingly adopted by
health care organizations users must be
mindful of the safety risks and prevent-
able adverse events that these imple-
mentations can create or perpetuate”
[63]. In other words,actions will have
to be taken to avoid harmful effects re-
lated to the implementation and use of
converging technologies.

The intersections of BMI with dis-
ciplines such as nanotechnology and
cognitive science provide new direc-
tions, but also present challenges for
integration and training of future sci-
entists in such broad areas.
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